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A Captivating
Crevasse
Adding depth and character to a suburban plain
orest City Pool & Patio Inc., in London, Ontario,
designed this 6.1 m x 14.3 m (20 ft. x 47 ft.)
inground vinyl-lined pool to look like a naturallyformed chasm carved out of a flat rock surface.
The end result creates several points of interest out of what
was once a one-dimensional landscape in the backyard of this
home in the northern part of the city.
Faced with a 0.6 m (2 ft.) drop from the proposed deep
end of the pool to the proposed shallow end, Forest City had
to construct a retaining wall system to level the yard before
installing the swimming pool.
Another unique aspect to this project was the fact that the
client wanted a large swimming pool with multi-level flooring,
but before any shovels could hit the ground the project
required approval from Stantec Engineering. Once the project’s
approval was granted, Forest City installed a ‘Roman L’ design
with a three-level floor with the shallow end starting at 1 m (3
ft. 4 in.), a ‘semi-shallow’ area in the middle that is 1.4 m (4 ft. 6
in.) deep and finally a deep end that is 2.4 m (8 ft.) in depth.
Also on their ‘to do’ list was to create a large patio area around
the swimming pool that would tie into an existing patio without
looking like an ‘add on’. To seamlessly blend the new and old
patios together, Highlander Landscaping assisted Forest City with
all of the stone work to create one large deck using random, light
shaded flagstone in beige, grey and brownish-red tones.
Small, but cleverly placed gardens with small shrubbery
and colourful flowers also line the swimming pool’s flagstone
deck. Several potted plants and hanging baskets are used
along a fence that separates the property from a public
walkway, between the rear yards that back onto one another,
to decorate the privacy fence as well as to tie it into the other
gardens around the perimeter.
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Special Design Elements
Roman ‘L’ design swimming pool with three-level floor
Large flagstone patio
Several flower gardens and plants
Potted plants and hanging baskets add to overall
aesthetics
Automatic control system and salt-water chlorination
system

Builder
Forest City Pool & Patio Inc.
London, Ontario
www.forestcitypools.com
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